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Welcome and Introductions

What about this subject  
is important to you?



Our beliefs about the 
aging process



The Connection 
Between the Soul, 

Religion and Spirituality



Who are we? 
What are we made of ?





Experiencing 
yourself  as a soul



Qualities of the Soul
Eternal

Of Divine Light
Connected to the heart

Love, peace, joy



What is it like when all 
dimensions are in alignment?

Natural state
Harmony

Well-ordered life
Fluidity

Wholeness and coherence
Loving expression



Development of the 
embodied soul

The shift humanity is making into 
another dimension of reality that is already there

From To

Strife, fighting, competition …………………. Peace and collaboration

Hatred, dislike …………………………………….. Love

Self centered ……………………………………….. Unity consciousness

Despair, depression ……………………………… Hope, joy

Reliance on thoughts and feelings ………… Intuition, higher levels of awareness

Living in the past and future …………………. Embracing the present



Meditation, 
Prayer and 
Centering



What Helps the 
Soul Connection?



What Blocks the 
Soul Connection?



When not in alignment
Dis-ease, i.e., lack of ease
(inner and outer difficulties)

Illness
Pain

Unhappiness



Aging and the 
Illumination of  

the Soul



How do you know 
when you’re in alignment,

entering the soul level?
Love is the strongest indicator. How much love 

you are feeling, expressing, sharing.
The rest of it is healing and some people have 
taken on an accelerated path of healing and 
may have taken on some limitations in this 

lifetime to heal.



What is healing?
Sometimes it’s about 

“getting better”

Sometimes it’s in how 
we hold suffering and 

limitations



Questions?



Doors of Light
Spiritual education, counseling and consulting

Diana Bella
413-687-7748

dianacatherinebella@gmail.com
doorsoflight.org

mailto:dianacatherinebella@gmail.com
http://doorsoflight.org


Spiritual Resources
Doors of Light: Phone and video sessions, 

transformational workshops
Light Omega teachings: http://lightomega.org

Conversations with Guruji-Ma, with 
Diana Catherine Bella: Book series available at this 

conference and on Amazon.com

http://lightomega.org



